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Foreword

In the Information Age, those who control the data control the future. I’ve invested my career in helping develop and bring to market the technologies that help make sense of data. While serving alongside Michele Chambers and Thomas Dinsmore as an executive at Netezza, the firm that invented and launched the world’s first data warehouse appliance, I met thousands of business people around the world and heard stories of the challenges they faced turning information into insight. Most of all, I saw an overwhelming demand for practical guidance on how to best take advantage of the wealth of new analytic technologies that were emerging to help organizations make better sense of data. The pace of innovation in analytic technologies makes best practices a moving target, and keeping up with them is a huge challenge. As the executives leading initiatives involving our firm’s most advanced analytical capabilities, Michele and Thomas developed deep insights into what it took for firms to fully utilize the most sophisticated analytic technologies in the market. Because of this experience, there are no better people than Michele and Thomas to offer this timely roadmap on Modern Analytic Methodologies.

The world around us has become increasingly digital. An ever-expanding collection of digital devices—computers, mobile phones, IPTVs, smart homes, connected appliances, smart hospitals, smart utilities, and more—are creating an explosion of data as we interact with them. This “digital exhaust” produces so much data that yesterday’s analytic technologies often fall short. Fortunately, innovation in analytic technologies has accelerated to keep pace with the data deluge. Hadoop, NoSQL, MPP (massively parallel processing) databases, in-memory databases, streaming/CEP (complex event processing) engines, and more—these modern platforms are fully capable of capturing relevant information about nearly every digital interaction occurring anywhere in the world.
Importantly, extracting insights from this growing data volume requires not only new technologies, but also new methodologies. There is no one-size-fits-all approach for analytic architecture, and it follows that business processes and organizational structures must be tailored to support each firm’s unique technical approach to data analysis. Because analytics must be linked to business strategy in order to deliver value, best practices are unique to each problem, and each firm’s path to success will be unique. What Michele and Thomas offer here is a compelling review of the patterns of success drawn from a diverse set of experiences helping firms address a variety of different business challenges with analytics. This makes Modern Analytic Methodologies an invaluable tool in helping you craft your own unique path to success.

Every individual climbs a learning curve over time with respect to his or her ability to leverage data analysis to create success. The uniform truth that I’ve seen is that individuals that climb this curve the fastest are the ones that win. They are the most highly sought after—and highly compensated—professionals in the world. The payoff is clearly worth the effort. What Michele and Thomas offer in Modern Analytic Methodologies is a roadmap for accelerating your journey to take full advantage of the state of the art in analytics.

They have rigorously tested the techniques and best practices they share across a breadth of diverse firms with different business challenges. As a result, they are able to reveal what works and what doesn’t. Their real-world experiences have been a crucible for discovering the challenges that analytics professionals face and for evaluating which solutions really work. Modern Analytic Methodologies is a battle-tested blueprint for practitioners who want to increase their odds of success.

**Brad Terrell**  
Former VP & General Manager,  
Netezza and Big Data Platforms, IBM  
Boston, MA
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Principles of Modern Analytics

There was a time, not long ago, when enterprise analytics was simple: You bought software from the leading vendor and installed it on a box. If your needs changed, you bought more software from the same vendor, and installed it on a bigger box. Analytics was a niche field populated by specialists, all of whom used the same software they learned in graduate school. People still believed that a single data warehouse could hold everything worth knowing.

The business cadence was, in retrospect, leisurely: If it took two years to implement a predictive model, well, that was just how things worked. Not that long ago, a big bank ran four campaigns per year to promote its credit card; at the time, executives thought that was an accomplishment.

Well, good-bye to all of that. Digital media is here; so are Web 2.0, mobile, cloud, and Big Data. The volume, velocity, and variety of data are exploding; enterprises are abandoning the ideal of the single data warehouse because it is impossible to stay on top of the tsunami. Diversity rules—we have a plethora of sources, an alphabet soup of platforms, and data everywhere: on premises, hosted by third parties, and in the cloud.

The changing landscape of data brings with it sweeping changes to the field of analytics: new business questions, applications, use cases, techniques, tools, and platforms. Techniques now considered mainstream were exotic five years ago. A single vendor once dominated analytic software; today, there are 851 analytic startups listed in Crunchbase, the leading source of information about startups. Open
source software continues to eat the software world: two of the four Leaders in The Gartner Group’s most recent Advanced Analytics Magic Quadrant are open source projects, and surveyed analysts prefer open source analytics to the most popular commercial software by more than two to one.

Above all, the cadence of business accelerates exponentially. Yesterday, we ran four campaigns a year; now we can run four campaigns an hour. Nobody can afford to take two years to implement a predictive model; we will be out of business by then.

We can no longer afford the luxury of the blue chip, single-vendor proprietary analytics architecture. In its place, we see enterprises building an open analytics platform based on diverse commercial and open source tools, tied together through open standards. In this new world, each organization must define a unique analytics architecture and roadmap, one that recognizes the complexity of the modern organization and business strategy. This architecture will include many vendors and open source projects because no single vendor can meet all needs.

In this book, we propose an approach based on nine core principles:

• **Deliver Business Value and Impact**—Building and continuously evolving analytics for high-value business impact

• **Focus on the Last Mile**—Deploying analytics into production to attain repeatable, ongoing business value

• **Leverage Kaizen**—Starting small and building on success

• **Accelerate Learning and Execution**—Doing, learning, adapting, and repeating

• **Differentiate Your Analytics**—Exploiting analytics to produce new results

• **Embed Analytics**—Building analytics into business processes
• **Establish Modern Analytics Architecture**—Leveraging commodity hardware and next generation technology to drive out costs

• **Build on Human Factors**—Maximizing and grooming talent

• **Capitalize on Consumerization**—Leveraging choices to innovate

Next, we fully explore each of these principles because they are the foundation upon which Modern Analytics are built.

**Deliver Business Value and Impact**

Later in the book, we describe how to go about creating a unique analytics roadmap and how to prioritize projects. For now, suffice it to say that one of the principles of Modern Analytics is a focus on analytic projects with potential for game-changing value to your organization. To hold the organization accountable for delivering value, measure your current state to establish a baseline and set initial quantifiable target business objectives and ongoing business objectives. For example, current revenue is $100 million with CAGR 4%. The initial target is to identify 15% net new revenue with an ongoing net new revenue contribution of 10% annually.

Although such a metric can be easy to identify and measure, other metrics can be harder to identify and measure. To discover these potential metrics, identify points where business decisions are typically made. Start by measuring impact at these points. Then work toward establishing metrics that have a direct impact on the business. Whereas in the past, companies typically aspired for either a revenue metric or an operational cost metric but not both, today mature analytic organizations often establish metrics on both sides of the balance sheet. This sends a clear signal to the team that revenue growth has to be accomplished cost efficiently.
Savvy organizations identify potential analytic opportunities by thinking outside the box. Typically, the hardest, most entrenched problems in an industry or company have been around so long that people start to think about them as hard-and-fast constraints for their business. However, often, the barriers that existed in the past that made them impossible to solve no longer exist. Unleashing the bottleneck typically results in massive business value creation. Analytic-driven organizations dare to think outside the box and identify some of the most challenging problems facing their industry or business. When that is done, they work toward identifying how they solve or reduce the problem through innovative data- and technology-driven approaches. This is usually accomplished with a clean sheet brainstorming approach and imagining that all the resources needed to solve the problem exist. After ideas are vetted, the team typically has another brainstorming round to determine how to get everything they need to solve the problem without settling. Instead of using samples or backward validation\(^1\) to estimate a solution, the team will identify potential new resources—data, symbiotic partnerships, or technology—that will help them achieve their business objectives.

To realize the business value both initially and over an extended period of time, you need to deploy the analytics into production. Before any analytics can be deployed, the results of the analytic model need to be validated for accuracy. Today, that typically occurs in a “sandbox” with a limited subset of the data and in an artificial, non-production environment. It is all too common for an analytic model to meet or exceed business criteria in a sandbox but significantly underperform in a production environment. Be sure to evaluate your analytic models based on the environment that they will be deployed into, not any idealistic environment. Deploy the analytic models into a replicated production environment to fully test the model prior to going live to get a realistic assessment against the target business.

\(^1\) Also commonly referred to as backtesting.
objectives. Where deploying used to be a “post” process after the model was built, deployment is now part of the full life-cycle analytic process. Once all potential technical deployment barriers are identified, obtain legal and/or procedural process validation before the “go-live” launch into production. After an analytic model is deployed, measure the initial business impact and identify quick ways to continuously improve on the results.

Focus on the Last Mile

Today, very few organizations get to the promised land of deploying analytics into production environments to drive game-changing business value for their organization. To get to this end goal, start with the end in mind and work backward. Understand day-to-day issues at every level in the organization by speaking with frontline workers—from strategy through to execution. These domain experts are acutely aware of the issues, problems, and constraints impeding their success. Clearly understand what it will take to achieve success—not how success can be attained. With this understanding, set quantifiable and ambitious goals for your analytics. For example:

- What is the target business value to be obtained?
  A 3% lift in revenue?
  Inventory saving of $10 million annually?
  Total cost savings of $100 million in the first year of deployment?

- What is the expected service level agreement (SLA) for the business?
  Reevaluated credit scores nightly?
  Portfolio evaluation within 5 minutes?

- What is the operational model?
  How does the model get moved into production?
Does this analytic model need to integrate with other business systems? If so, how do the operational processes and decisions change?

Is this analytic model triggered from another business system?

Is this analytic model deployed in one location or multiple locations?

Are there multinational or localized requirements?

What is the frequency of updates to the model?

- What are the key success factors that measure the business impact?
  - How is success measured?
  - What constitutes failure?
  - How long does the team have to achieve success?

- What is the model accuracy?
  - Is the accuracy “good enough” to realize immediate business value?
  - How much should the model be improved in what period of time?

Traditionally, one team—quants, statisticians, or data miners—has been responsible for the model creation while a second team—typically IT—has been responsible for the production deployment. Because this often crosses organizational boundaries, there can be long lags and disconnects between the model creation and the model deployment or scoring. The teams must function as if they are one team even if organizational boundaries exist and will persist. A full life-cycle methodology can serve to bring these two teams into alignment if the analytics methodology goes beyond just creating and assessing the initial analytic model to encompass the actual production deployment and ongoing reassessment of the analytic model to achieve the business objectives.
With Modern Analytics, teams focus on delivering results quickly rather than waiting to build the “perfect” analytic model. They do so by starting with Proof-of-Concepts (POCs) or prototypes that may be limited in scope, but help the organization increment toward realizing business value. They quickly mature and harden the POCs or prototypes into a production deployment where the rewards can be systematically reaped.

**Leverage Kaizen**

Kaizen, the manufacturing movement for continuous improvement, is being adapted into many different disciplines, including analytics. The core tenements of Kaizen are to

- Start small.
- Remove overly complicated work.
- Perform experiments to identify and eliminate waste.

There is an emphasis on delivering value quickly rather than completeness. Testing and learning can make small improvements along the way while working toward the end goals.

This is a marked contrast to the current tendency to spend long development cycles building the “perfect” models. Today, building and deploying analytics are complex, custom projects that cross over multiple functional areas. In this new era, modern analytic teams are removing the ivory tower academic shackles from traditional analytic methodologies to eliminate unnecessary, time-consuming steps from the project cycle. This helps increase agility and responsiveness while incorporating business feedback into the process so results can be improved.

With Kaizen serving as a guiding principle, modern analytic teams build and deploy models immediately and then improve on the
models in short burst cycles dovetailing the work of analysts and IT to create a frictionless environment that continuously delivers business value. On the ground, the teams often use hybrid agile or rapid application development methodologies to improve cycle time and reduction in barriers with cross-functional teams.

**Accelerate Learning and Execution**

Today, modern analytic teams are trying new things—experimenting with new and combined approaches, tools, visualizations, and algorithms to uncover patterns in the growing mass of data. By trying new things, experimenting and transferring lessons from one industry and problem to a completely different industry and problem, modern analytic teams have significantly accelerated their learning and are driving new business value. However, to foster this level of innovation through experimentation, there has to be a culture that tolerates and expects failure as a path to learning and improving.

As an example, as data sizes have increased, modern analytic teams have started shifting away from constrained, statistical-only approaches to predictive and machine-learning approaches that can leverage the power of all of the data. One of the key lessons learned as data has increased is that the underlying tools and infrastructure need to minimize data movement in order to meet business objectives, especially for service-level agreements. Modern analytic teams have quickly realized the transferability of this lesson to various types of analysis and have incorporated these lessons into requirements at the onset.

Today, by industry standards, 60–80% of an analyst’s development time is spent doing data preparation or data munging. Another valuable lesson that modern analytic teams have discovered is that the upfront manual data munging should be minimized, and instead, data
prep tasks should be automated and/or handled as part of the analytics processing activity. This dovetails with the need for businesses to move at a faster pace to be ahead of the competition. The ability of an organization to learn in as close to real-time as possible is a trend whose momentum will continue to build. The ability to uncover patterns in real-time, act on them almost instantaneously, and continue to discover deeper insights to improve the next cycle is a requirement in the modern business world.

**Differentiate Your Analytics**

Businesses strive to create competitive differentiation through a combination of products, customer service, and operational processes that are delivered to the market. Analytics can simply support each independent activity by delivering comparable insights as realized by competitors. Or they can be used to highly differentiate your competitive strategy. That could mean being a first mover—the first or on the leading edge of using analytics in your industry—or it could mean distinguishing your analytic approach or the speed at which you deploy your analytics into a production environment.

Many firms look around the marketplace and try to learn from their competitive landscape. However, that copycat approach typically means settling for a secondary position in the market rather than a leading position. Instead, analytic leaders look at other industries and how they’re using analytics. They draw analogies between problems from other industries and the problems in their business. They discover how other companies are using analytics to solve their problems. They start to look for new data and approaches outside the four walls of their organization. They forge new symbiotic alliances to obtain data and methods that benefit their organization. They apply the new knowledge to problems in their industry or business. To do
this, they look beyond the silo of their own team, department, or location. They look for opportunities to integrate with other data and processes to build an analytic solution with a broader impact for the organization. They remove the constraints they’ve lived with and find new ways to inspire innovative analytics. They use the full breadth and combination of available analytics—not just what they’ve always used—to drive game-changing value. They don’t just create predictions; they use their predictive model to systematically perform at their best by optimizing the predictive model to prescribe the best course of action. This relentlessly drives the best course of action—day in and day out—to help them achieve their competitive differentiation.

**Embed Analytics**

On-demand or ad hoc analytics are analytic models that are executed occasionally and provide a “point in time” insight that can be used by a human to inform decisions and take a course of action. While this approach is useful and provides value, it is slowed down by the human interaction. Think about financial traders of years gone by. Traders would run desktop tools on the trading floor to understand complex financial market interdependencies. The tools would produce a “spot”—or instance in time—view of the market, and the trader would use that to inform them as to what to buy or sell. Today, the capital markets are dominated by “algorithmic trading,” where a sophisticated program, which embodies a newer generation of the algorithms that were in the desktop tools, automatically makes trades. Eliminating human interaction and embedding analytics into the complex financial market process eliminates friction in the overall system. When the analytic models are built into the process, repeatability and scalability are achieved. This relentless execution drives incalculable business value in the marketplace.
Establish Modern Analytics Architecture

As analytics has matured over the past 20 years, analytic architectures have gone through a substantial transition from standalone desktops to enterprise data warehouses to Big Data platforms such as Hadoop. High-performance computing environments, such as clusters and grids, which were once specialty environments, are becoming mainstream environments for analytics. This has created a hodgepodge hardware and software legacy in data centers across the globe. All of this has occurred while the cost of computing power has dramatically decreased and open source software has gone mainstream.

The paradigm shift underway is a movement toward building lean analytic architectures, as illustrated in Exhibit 1.1, based on simplicity and open standards that leverage commodity hardware and open source software to drive the costs out of the architecture, provide platform scalability, and leverage the latest innovation. This innovation supports the execution of thousands of computationally and data-intensive predictive models in production deployments by large user bases with differing analytic and service-level requirements. Building, managing, and supporting the ecosystems required to deliver on these requirements means incorporating many different hardware and software products—both open source and proprietary. Even within a single vendor, products oftentimes don’t integrate seamlessly due to generational changes in software and acquisitions. Lean analytic architectures use a proprietary hardware and software solution when the solution provides a unique value but insist that the solution has open interfaces that make it readily integrated to other solutions.

The streamlining reduces the complex administration and maintenance costs while creating efficiencies for analyzing and deriving insights from the data.
Build on Human Factors

Flashy news headlines and hype have organizations believing that there are elusive individuals, known as data scientists, who embody the consummate triumvirate of deep expertise in computer science (software engineering, programming languages, and database skills), analytics (statistics, data mining, predictive analytics, simulation, optimization, and visualization skills), and domain expertise (industry, functional, or process expertise). Although there are some (actually precious few) individuals with this combination of skills, there is a growing realization that the elusive data scientist is actually a team of individuals who work closely together to fulfill the objective embodied in the data scientist role. These teams usually include a handful of
multidisciplinary data scientists who are part of the senior leadership in the team. To analytic-mature organizations, this is readily apparent and mirrors their experience in growing into an analytic-mature organization.

As the field of analytics has matured, the breadth and scope of analytics in organizations have increased. There is no longer just one type of role that builds, uses, and understands analytics in an enterprise. Instead, there are multiple roles or personas, each with different skills and responsibilities. Analytic-savvy organizations build on the human capital in the organization and understand what personas they have and what personas they need to achieve their business objectives. Various roles and personas contribute to the business differently, and all the personas are typically critical to achieving the business objectives. When there is a gap in skills, these organizations invest to bring the individuals or team up to speed. Analytic personas value new knowledge, and that’s a key component to keeping the scarce resources committed to your organization. By broadening and elevating the interests, awareness, and skills of your analytic professionals, you’ll keep the team engaged and innovating for your organization.

**Capitalize on Consumerization**

Consumerization of information technology continues to gain momentum in the marketplace. Consumerization today takes several forms, including “app stores,” crowdsourcing, and BYO (bring your own).

B2B app stores and markets have analytic apps emerging. Some of these apps are very narrow, discrete use cases, such as a credit scoring formula, whereas other apps are more comprehensive end-to-end use cases, such as multichannel marketing attribution. Although none of these may be a complete 100% fit, they can provide a starting point to speed up time to insight and drive down costs.
Crowdsourcing is a type of outsourcing through which an enterprise solicits contributions from an online community to perform a specific task. Crowdsourcing analytic models or algorithms provide access and leverage of outside expertise that would be difficult or impossible to access at an economical rate.

The “bring your own” era of self-service is well underway with analytic professionals who are demanding to use their favorite tools, data sources, and models rather than the standard information technology or mandated equivalents. Although information technology typically seeks to standardize and consolidate vendors and tools for cost and ease of support, analytic professionals typically value other considerations, such as user interface ease of use, flexibility to tailor via programming interfaces, and breadth of analytic models. Out of this tension has arisen the self-service approach to bringing your own:

- Data (BYOD)
- Tools (BYOT)
- Models (BYOM)

BYOD—bring your own data—is a way for organizations to combine their noncompetitive data to discover patterns and derive insights with new rich data sources. BYOT—bring your own tools—is a way to mix and match open source and proprietary technology tools to address specific service-level agreement requirements. BYOM—bring your own models—is a way to leverage app stores and crowdsourcing to derive value.

**Summary**

The principles of Modern Analytics chart the path toward analytic transformation and maturity in an organization. On the ground, these newly emerging principles of Modern Analytics are reshaping analytics from the bottom up in organizations. Today’s business leaders are
reshaping the next era of business—Business 3.0—from the top down driving automated, fact-based decisions, execution, and results.

To power your competitive differentiation, you must have a unique analytics roadmap to supercharge your business strategy to make the transformation from the Information Age into the next evolving age of faster changing business competition where epiphanies and agility to use those epiphanies to shift your business to the next level are key to thriving.

This book starts with the revolutionary stories to inspire you and which you can learn from and apply to your industry and business. We then transition into a framework that will allow you to identify opportunities throughout your organization for applying Modern Analytics. Some of these have never been attempted before; therefore, you may be breaking new ground. Don’t let this discourage you; the risk takers reap the highest rewards. Even if your initial attempts fail, learn from them so that when you use the technology and approaches for other applications, you learn from your mistakes. Some of your ideas for applications may not be completely new ideas but may be innovative in their approach, which may produce better results for your organization. This framework will allow you to systematically identify a wide variety of opportunities that align with your specific business strategies and objectives to uncover hidden value in your business that is lying dormant waiting to be discovered.

In the following chapters, you learn more about organizations that are transforming their businesses with analytics in this new age and how you can create a unique analytics roadmap for your organization.
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